Rehovot achieves this goal by comparing the activity patterns Israel elicited by two appropriately chosen stimuli, e.g., using subtraction or division (Bonhoeffer and Grinvald, 1996). In the resulting differential map, the hemodynamic reSummary sponses' global part, which is mostly (although not completely) stimulus-nonspecific, is nearly eliminated. DifThe ultimate goal of high-resolution functional brain ferential imaging, however, requires the two compared mapping is single-condition (stimulus versus nostimuli to be "orthogonal," i.e., known to activate spastimulus maps) rather than differential imaging (comtially nonoverlapping neuronal populations; otherwise, paring two "stimulus maps"), because the appropriate the activity patterns attributed to the stimuli are wrongly ("orthogonal") stimuli are rarely available. This reestimated. Unfortunately, such a priori knowledge about quires some component(s) of activity-dependent hethe expected activation by the stimuli is not available modynamic signals to closely colocalize with electriin the general case, and when studying higher brain cal activity, like the early increase in deoxyhemoglobin, areas, such orthogonal stimuli might not even exist. Alshown previously to yield high-quality functional sinternatively, the hemodynamic activity patterns elicited gle-condition maps. Conversely, nonlocal vascular reby a given stimulus can be compared to those recorded sponses dominate in cerebral blood volume (CBV)-in absence of stimulation ("blank"), averaged over many based single-condition maps. Differential CBV maps trials to get rid of eventual contribution of large "ongoare largely restricted to the parenchyma, implying that ing" activity (Arieli et al., 1996). Although this procedure, part of the CBV response does colocalize with electritermed "single-condition" mapping, can overcome the cal activity at fine spatial scale. By removing surface shortcomings of differential imaging, here, the hemodyvascular activation from optical imaging data, we docnamic responses contribute as a whole to the obtained ument the existence of a capillary CBV response commap, including the part that does not colocalize with ponent, regulated at fine spatial scale and yielding electrical activity. To optimally choose a particular signal single-condition maps exhibiting ‫001ف‬ m resolution.
). condition maps eventually comparable to those obtained by using the initial dip.
To quantify the time course of the differential functional maps we calculated the "mapping signal," defined We address these questions by comparing the quality of various single-condition maps based on activityas the difference in activation amplitude between ipsiand contralateral stimuli in a cortical location with ipsilatevoked changes in oximetry and CBV, using high-resolution optical imaging of intrinsic signals. Unlike fMRI, eral preference or vice versa (Grinvald et al., 1986; Frostig et al., 1990; Malonek and Grinvald, 1996) . To these allow straightforward identification of the vascular versus the parenchymal signal. Whereas a recent report increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the mapping signal was averaged over all centers of the ocular domi- (Sheth et al., 2004 ) addressed this issue in the anesthetized rat barrel cortex, here we preferred to use the nance columns. The resulting traces are shown in Figure  1D . The fast increase and the characteristic plateau of awake primate model to make the conclusions more relevant for human functional brain mapping. Removing the 605 nm mapping signal time course as opposed to the monotonous increase of the CBV mapping signal surface vascular activity by postprocessing, we prove the existence of a highly local component of the CBV underscores the different physiological processes underlying the two signals. signal. We attribute this component to the capillary CBV response. Although the best functional maps were obtained by imaging the oximetric changes during the iniTime Course of the Single-Condition Maps tial dip, the results suggest that single-condition funcSingle-condition maps were obtained by dividing imtional maps at columnar resolution can be obtained also ages recorded during a stimulus by the images recorded by using the CBV signal, provided that the capillary comduring a blank condition. The time course is shown in ponent of the CBV response is selectively imaged. Figure 2 at a time resolution of 950 ms. Larger numbers of vessels were activated at 570 than at 605 nm, not colocalizing with the functional architecResults ture. These vascular responses exhibited much higher reproducibility and stimulus specificity in blood volume Differential Imaging To compare oximetric functional maps with CBV maps, maps than in oximetric maps obtained during the period of the initial dip. This was especially apparent for small a sequence of cortical images was taken while a monkey was viewing a stimulus either with the right or with the vessels (30-100 m), giving rise to distortions even in differential CBV maps (e.g., Figure 1F versus Figure 1G ), left eye. The cortex was illuminated either at 605 nm, emphasizing oximetric changes and thus providing "oxiindicating that the nonlocal, yet stimulus-specific, part of the macrovasculature's CBV response is larger than metric maps," or at 570 nm, an isosbestic wavelength for Hbr and HbO2 and thus sensitive mainly to changes that of the oximetric changes during the initial dip. Thus, reproducibility of maps obtained by indirect measurein CBV, providing "blood volume maps" (Frostig et al., 1990 Figure 5B shows the time course of the global signal. To represent the time courses specific to the vascular The downscaling factor used for the 570 nm signal was component on one hand and to the functional compo-8, twice that used for the mapping signal ( Figure 1D ), nent on the other, the temporal dynamics common both reflecting the smaller ratio of the local versus the global to the vasculature and to the parenchyma had been part of the intrinsic signal at 570 nm as compared to subtracted from the data before all PCA (see Experimen-605 nm. The same proportionality factor of ‫2ف‬ was found tal Procedures). For each wavelength, the time course in analogous experiments performed in two other monof the vascular component strongly resembled that of keys, whereas it was slightly smaller in the cat (1.7), the global signal, defined as the reflection change in probably due to effects of the anesthesia on the macrosingle-condition maps averaged over the whole activasculature's response. vated area ( Figure 5B ). The delay of the vascular compoTo further quantify the contribution of the nonlocale nent at 605 nm with respect to the global signal was macrovascular component to the optical signals, we expected, since oximetric changes specific to the macrovasculature (e.g., larger veins) occur later than in the calculated the "vascular index" ( Figure 5C , right-hand Figure 6 shows the time course of single-condition and 8D) less clearly reflected the functional architecture maps obtained at 570 nm in the anesthetized cat, using than in the previously described cases. Including addia 2 s stimulation paradigm with oriented square gratings. tional eigenvectors increased the physiological (stimuAgain, the functional architecture was hidden by vasculus-unrelated) noise in the images more than it enhanced the functional patterns. lar activity. patchy appearance. The correlation coefficient is obviously sensitive to residual noise in the experimental data; a correlation value of 1 (2-3 s), a moving square grating appeared for 2 s, except in the blank conditions (no grating). The stimulus was then turned off, between two "identical" maps is never expected. To assess the significance of a given value of the correlation coefficient between and the monkey had to continue to fixate until the fixation point disappeared, for a total fixation period varying between 11 and 12 s. two functional maps, the following information was thus obtained:
6%). (C and D) Functional component (C3ϩC4) of the same maps (clipping range: 0.5%). (E and F) Differential maps. (E) 605 nm, clipping range: 0.06%; (F) 570 nm, clipping range: 0.16%. Note that the oximetric (E) and CBV (F) maps are not identical (e.g., the black patch in [E] marked by a blue cross is shifted in [F]). Scale bar
(1) A value of R ϭ 0.84 was found for two identical differential maps, Eye shutters were switched to ipsi-or contralateral stimulation. To allow for the relaxation of all hemodynamic signals, a dark-screen calculated from two independent datasets, obtained at 605 nm during the period of the initial dip. (2) |R| for correlation with filtered intertrial interval of ‫01ف‬ s followed. Data from trials where the monkey broke fixation were rejected. When imaging the orientation sysrandom noise was ‫.1.0ف‬ (3) As a "control" value, R calculated for two unrelated functional maps yielded Ϫ0.12 (e.g., the differential tem in monkey V1, the paradigm was the same, but the stimuli were binocular horizontal and vertical drifting gratings of optimal spatial map in Figure 1B The amplitude of the vascular contribution to the time series of tleboro, VT) and light guides. In the awake monkey, data were acquired in recording sessions of ‫2ف‬ hr over several days. In each the single-condition maps was calculated directly by averaging the signal over the macrovasculature (vessels Ͼ50 m) after subtraction recording session, the wavelengths of 605 and 570 nm were interlaced at least once to avoid artifactual results due to drifts in the of the mean time course (global signal). The activated blood vessels were selected from the single-condition map time series, and the physiological state of the cortex, such a relatively slow alternation rate being sufficient, since the physiology is stable and so are the time course was calculated separately for each wavelength (the activity patterns originating from the blood vessels were often differoptical signals (Shtoyerman et al., 2000) . In the anesthetized cat, where the physiology is less stable, wavelengths were interlaced ent at 605 and 570 nm, since the two wavelengths enhance different hemodynamic processes). To obtain the effective weight of those every three stimuli by a computer-controlled filter wheel. To allow for a better identification of vascular activity patterns versus functional vascular activity patterns with respect to the functional patterns, this vascular time course was normalized by the time course of the architecture, high magnification was used (13 m/pixel), and the optical system was focused onto the cortical vasculature, rather mapping signal, at each wavelength. The vascular index was then obtained by dividing this normalized time course at 570 by that than 300 m below the surface as traditionally done. Unless otherwise specified, image processing was always the same for both obtained at 605 nm ( Figure 5C ). Next, we assessed the activated vessels' "surface density," defined by the number of activated veswavelengths (Gaussian high-pass filtering to eliminate very low spatial frequency gradients in the images: sigma ϭ 650 m). 
